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OB.A.H:II I 
IUTUB.I .UD PUB.POSll OP THE STUDY 
P£ob6ea•·- The purpose ot this project is to determine 
the effectiveness ot a method ot teaching vocabulary with 
visual reinforcement in grade seven •. 
JUStltioation ot the probl!':-- The 3ustification for 
such a study comes from a "realisation of the inadequacy 
of experimentation in the vocabulary field to weigh the 
11 
ettectiveneas of present teaching devices." In spite 
of the research, much is unfinished. Colvin points out: 
"There are m&nJ opportunities tor research in the area 
~ of measuring vocabulary and ot developing vocabulary in 
children. More study on methods of increasing size is 
~ 
needed." Lewis, in a brief discuasion of the relation-
ship between vocabul&rf and personal, professional, and 
intellectual success saysa "The Human Engineering Laboratry, 
an institution which tests peoplea' attitudes, has found 
that the only common characteristic of successful people 
in this country is an unusual grasp of the meaning of words." 
1/lew !Di!and lssoo1ation ot Teachers ot Bnglish,"Vooabularr 
~tudy," ~ht Bpfl1sh L!aflet, Vol. so, (~pril, 195l,pp.54-55). 
2/0olvin, Cynthia M., "A Re-examination ot the Vocabulary 
Question," Jt!!entarz Jnsl11i leyiev, Vol. 28, (Oct., 1951). 
3/Levia, Borman, W0£4 Power Hade Basz, Parma Books, lev York, 1961, p.§. 
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Vocabulary has value as a diagnostic instrument, }:/ 
according to Bartman& 
"Facility in verbal expression has long 
bean recognized as one of the best signs of 
high mental ability while variations in language 
skill have ordinarily been readily diagnosed by 
differences in the extent of one's knowledge of 
words." 
An awareness of the importance, depth, and nature of 
vocabulary instruction has precipitated much research 
in all areas touched by it. The diffuse aspects of its 
nature create many problems. T-he National Council of 
i/' Teachers of En&lish observeaa 
"Each sub~ect area 1a the secondary school 
imposes a "teohnioal vocabulary" of new terms and 
familiar teras carrytns new meanings ••• that ••••• 
cannot be explained by sy.aon,ms or graphic por-
trayal; their meanings auet be built inductively 
through specific illustrations which are related 
to the students• level of experience." 
The importance of concept development in vocabularY. 
iJ building has received great attention. Herrick notes: 
~elationships between words and facts, 
between ideas and the vorde which stand for those 
ideas are essentials. All this should be accompanied 
by a degree of repetition which insures retention.! 
foHar'Em.an,G.f., "Critique of the Common Method of Est1mati.ng 
ooabulary Size,• Jourpal of JAaoational Pszoholoay,Vol. 32 
PP• 351•358 
~rr1ok, Virgil and Leland B. Jacobs, Ohi:fi•n~d the 
ua11 ![ts, Inglewood Oliftsa Prentice- , ~.,1955,p.32} 
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!hie same belief 1a farther stressed by HoOarthy 
who reoommenda assisting students in the formation ot 
mental pictures. ln order to do this, she stresses, 
whenever possible, "the use ot pictorial illustrations 
aa an aid to the visualization of word pioturea." ll 
The purpose ot thia experiment is to gather a 
uaetul list ot worda tor seventh-grade studenta to aid 
them in their reading• to improve their spelling ability, 
and to increaae their powers of observation. The purpose 
is not to teach vooabular7 throuah pictures, but, rather, 
to eliminate some aapeots ot verbaliam. 
§20E! IQ4 4!4l!1tationa:-- the study involved a 
specialized vocabulary ot one•hundred words gathered from 
if textbooks, source materials, the IfBt!lt Verbal listing, 
and olaea lectures. (A complete bibliography ot sources 
is in Appendix A on page 44.) Two classes of twenty-three 
students eaoh participated as experimental and control 
groups. 
3 
l[90fd9£!! !Qd leobiiQQt&:•-!he general plan followed 
was: 
1. Both experimental and control groups were given a 
batterJ ot teacher-prepared teats based upon material 
that was common to both. A aeries of pre-tests to ~ive 
at a final list ot one hundred unknown words was designed 
to include onl7 those words Whioh would be encountered 
by the students as part of their studies in English class. 
(See Appendix ~' pages 45-50 tor original test and final 
selection~. 
At the beginning of the experiment, the teacher-
prepared pre-test was aiven to both groups to determine 
that neither group was familiar with the words to be 
studied. Only those words &iaaed by all the students were 
selected for the experiment. Students were responsible 
for ten words each dar tor a total of twenty days. 
In the Experimental group the words were defined 
inductively and reinforced bJ a visual device designed 
to aid in the defelopment of oonoepts and associations. 
Members ot the Experimental group contributed original 
illustrations tor an assigned number of words. The 
visual devices included pictures, models, mock-ups, and 
charts designed to assist 1n the recognition of multiple 
meanings tor each vocabulary word. 
The Oontrol group studied the same words but without 
the visual re1ntoroement. Here the m•thod was direot 
4 
instruction on the words with the dictionary as the chief 
source of definitions. 
2. Students in both groups wrote eaoh word of the 
vocabulary list in an original sentence. 
3. A final test on all the words of the original list 
ot one hundred words was given at the end of ten days. 
4. A re-test on the original word list was given at the 
end of three weeks. 
5. Among the factors neoessar7 tor the conducting of the 
pro3eot vere1 
a. The stud7 ot sources ot vocabulary to arrive 
at one hundred basic but unfamiliar words, 
b. The construction ot a pre-test based upon 
research, 
o. The compilation ot a study list trom the results 
of the pre-teat, 
d. The selection of a series of illustrative 
devices to support the final word list, 
e. The plotting of the progress of both the 
Experimental and Oontrol groups on the daily 
quizzes, 
f. The comparison of the ttnal test scores of 
the two groups to detera1ne word gain, 
g. Administration of a follow-up test on the 
original list attar a three-week interval to 
determine word gain and retention. 
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6. The following factors were used to determine the 
homoseneit7 ot the groupe: 
a. 
b. 
o. 
Mental Age 
Ohronologioal Age 
Results ot the Oal1torn1a Short•!Oi!l}'st ot 
H!&tal Maluritla Iptetae46ate S.7orm 
Results ot the Iowa IIJ;X•Pqpil !tate ot Basic 
Skills, Form o, Jorm L. 
1. !he information needed vas gathered trom pupils' 
recorda, guidance department tolders, and test results. 
A8fHSRt1ons mtdfl•• The assumptions made verea 
1. Vooabular7 is improved it the vocabulary 
material is meaningful. 
2. Progress in vocabular7 building is influenced 
b7 the abilit7 to recognize word relationships 
and uses. 
3. The stud7 of vooabular7 1n complete isolation 
leads to little permanent learning. 
4. Visual reintoroeaent oan be a valuable aid 
1n teaching vooabularr. 
5J A definite relationship exists between vooabulary 
and reading abilit7 and intelligence. 
Willie; fiegs, Ernest, OaAit. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_._.o__., Oalit. !est Bureau, 
6 
DetAP+Sion o' tttms•-- Per the purposes of this 
experiment direct instruction and inductive teaching 
with visual reinforcement are defined as followsa 
1. Direct instruction is an attempt to build 
word power by the teaching ot synonyms and 
antonyms in connection with direct use ot 
the dictionary. 
2. Inductive teaching with visual reinforcement 
is an attempt to build word power by the dis-
cussion ot unfamiliar words which are visually 
reinforced in order to torm meaningful concepts 
and associations. 
§!!HIU . ot tit probAa•-- It is the purpose of 
this stuctr to test the effectiveness of vocabulary 
building through the use ot visual reinforcement. All 
pertinent data connected With both groups is recorded 
1n the hope that it ma7 furnish some ineight into current 
educational methods. 
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CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF VOCABULARY STUDY 
It is unnecessary to belabor the importance of 
vocabulary in both academic and professional life. 
The famous article by O'Connor in 1934 noting the high 
correlation between the size of a person's vocabulary 
and the degree of his success as measured by his accom-
plishments and position stimulated a series of investigations y 
that have been continuous and meaningful. To develop 
vocabulary at various grade levels, many teaching aids 
have been designed and published. Nevertheless, experi-
~ mentation designed to determine effectiveness has been 
limited. 
One reason is that vocabulary can be enlarged in a 
variety of ways. A convenient summary of the chief 
methods by which vocabulary is enlarged is offered by 
if 
O'Sullivan who suggests: 
1. Direct instruction in 
a. The use of the dictionary 
b. Synonyms 
yo*donnor, Johnson, "vocabulary and Success, •• Atlantic 
Monthly, Volume 53, (Fegruary, 1934), pp. 160-166 
g/O'Su1livan, Elizabeth, A Summary of Research on the Methods 
of Improving Vocabular~ in the Secondary School, Boston 
University, Unpubiishe Master's Thesis, 1949, pp. 1-2. 
-~-
c. Aaton,ms 
d. Analogies 
•• Roots and att1••• 
t. Etr.mology 
2. !he contextual method 
'· 
Incidental learning through extensive reading 
4. fhe unit method 
s. The semantic approach. 
!he use of word liets and vooabular7 notebooks 
considered by her as direct methods of instruction. 
The inherent obstacle to teaching vocabulary 1n y 
aDJ of these aot1v1t1ee 1a po1nte4 out by Stearnaa 
"The increasing emphasis 1n recent years 
upon the semantic point of view 1n regard to 
word study has drawn atten•1on to the tact that 
meaning 1s determined b7 a number ot factors 
operating outside of the word itself. The word 
ue 
is merely a printed symbol which stimulates the 
mind to associate an idea with that symbol• but 
since the circumstance uader which the stimulation 
is given is seldom twice alike, it is seldom that 
exactly the saae idea can be associated with the 
given s,abol 1n different uees. for this reason, 
true understanding cannot be always achieved by 
consideration ot lhe word in isolation." 
The diaadvantage of any system that depends upon the 
~ 
studJ of words apart tro.a use is reinforced by Green who 
2/Greene,Amsel,"Vooabulary; 1Bsent1al Equipment," jper1t!i ~ J!itoi joi£A &our;al, (Ootober, 1947), Volume 115. 
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states that giving pupils word l1ata with the requirement 
that the7 look up ten words at a time and write a sentenoe 
for eaoh is def1nitely wasteful. He believes that there 
is no felt need 1n such a list. 
Since this experiment 1& concerned w1 th one hun.dred 
worde taken from a varietr ot aouroea (see Appendix 
-
on page ___) some attention must be given to types of 
word liets and their particular tanotions. These include: 
1. l.requeno7 of ooourrenoe lists 
2. Oomb1ne4 word liata 
'· 
Graded word lists 
4. Core vocabularies 
s. Specialized vooabularr lists 
ll 6. Baaio languages. 
A brief comment will be made on each of the preceding typee. 
til l£'9R•Bez-o{-B!I vocabill£l l1ata:-- Prom 1911 to 
19171 eeveral collections ot word lists appeared. Leading Jl 
the group was J1dr1dge 1 s S1J I&OBJ!Qd Q0!!2P IQ&l1ph Jorde, 
ot little value to aohoola beoauae 1t did not consider 
the frequeno7 with whioh the words were found to occur. 
The euooeeding liate were e1a1lar but were designed to meet 
10 
a particular pw:-poae such as determining what words would 
be aoat useful 1n the atud7 of a foreign language, educa-
tion ot the blind, or ot uee in the stud7 ot shorthand. 
Realizias that here was the baeia of an idea which could 
be ot invaluable aid in education if properl7 developed, 
Palmer stated& "It should surel7 be feasible to coditT the 
hundreds ot eomplex factors 1n the problema ot language, 
ll 
and to arrive at certain conclusions concerning them.• 
" "J/ Thorndike, Lorge, and R1neland made valuable contributions 
to teaching by considering the trequeno!fwith which words 
appeared 1n all areas ot oommun1oat1on. As an outcome 
ot their studies, it was possible to show the trequenc7 
with which words were used in reading, wr1t1ng1 and speaking. 
The next division ot words was aooor41ng to au1tab111tr 
~ tor various grade levels. 
3/Rinsland, R8ll17 D., A lsts V8ojpswar:x: ot RNJ!t&z 1gago' Qii±Ar•l• The Mao~ an o.,~ York,. 
YLorge, Irving and Thorndike, llclward L., op. cit. 
~Speight, op. c1t., P• 24. 
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Oom~\814 J0£4 16•x••-- !he chief reason tor combined 
vor4 lists was to find the meet effective list for a 
!I 
specific purpose. Dolch vaa a leader, attempting to 
find a list suitable tor textbooks. Rom, Gates, and 
Bauer continued to experiment aad from t.he1r vork grew 
the realization that: "••b7 ua1ag, as far as possible, a 
standard vooabular7 in all sub~eote, the teacher would be 
enabled more adequately to avoid irrelevant 41tf1oultiea, 
and to diagnose anr other perplexities enoountered.wi/ 
Grt414 JOOtbMlltl 1\Stll-- The purpose of graded 
vooabularr lists is to provide controlled vocabularies of 
different tnes. These oaa then be used 1n the writing of 
textbooks and aupplementar1 rea41ng. 
til 20£! yootbull£71•• !his is another approach to 
getting a vocabulary list that oan be used in textbook 
writing. These liets attempt to include words •representing 
all phases of the experiences and. envirouent of the 
el«mentarr child.wll 
•, Arthur L., IH':tf Jog~BlW 1n t~e Prllfoi 
, Bureau of lU o~ona, ea~irs do lege~~umbia 
a1t7, lev York, 1935. . 
3/Shaabaugh, Olive L., and Shaabauch, o. a., "A Oore 
Vocabulary for lD.ement&rJ School Pupils, n Zhe ~ovp.al ot 
MM21!1oaaJ. I!!II£OA• VolWie 19, (Januarr. 192 ) , P• 40. 
12 
saeo\a~1zta yooeb9l1£Z A&•t•s-- One ot the ftrat 
to provide a specialised vooabular7 was Kelty in recording 
important words from American h1atory 1n grades four, 
'JI five, and aix. The purpose of the specialized vocabu-
lary 1a to assist atudenta 1n particular areas of the 
curriculum b7 providing a basic terminology. 
A lMUUrR lygast :-- An interesting attempt to get the 
over-g>oh Inglish vooabularT.under control was made by 
Ogden when he invented 'Baa1o JDcl1sh'. In association 
fl 
with Richards, Osden attempted to establish "a language 
111 thin a language. • Its purpose was to determine what 
words are absolutely neoeaaar7 tor understanding within 
baa1o areas ot communication. !he words included are 
basic because they are neoeasarr. 
I29~861El.-S1141&1 fld Ill~ Ettnto£2'!•nta-- Gliokabura, 
1n searching tor the dJDamioa ot vocabular7 building, 
states that tar more should be done to get meaning than 
having pupils look up words 1n a dietionary or glosaar7. 
i(Ogden, o. x., 11112 Jl&ll!i• Xesan Paul, London, 1932. 
~IU.oharda, I. A. aaaooiated with Ogden, o. K., ~ 
ilf!~'h IIi It• UIIA• v. w. Borton and Oompany,-xew-York, 
13 
Be 3u&tit1ea the need tor thorough-going vocabular7 
11 procedures b7 notlnga 
•The art of det1nins puts into pla7 the 
intricate aeohan1os of the atn4. In short, 
vocabulary study is tundaaeatall7 an exercise 
in thinking, !he •ooabulary is etfeotivel7 
enlarsed by a Wider oontaot with things and 
persons. It ia the searoh tor meaning that pre-
cipitates meaning." 
According to Hagboldt, the w1ll1agneaa to search and y 
the desire to learn are intlere.ut hwaan charaoter1st1os r 
•the s1gn1tioance ot interest 1n learning 
cannot be overestimated. It 1s the strongest 
motive power in all our ettona. It concentrates 
our attet1on, vivifies our 1mpresaions. inaurea 
repetition, and favors a wealth ot associations." 
!o take advantage of thia •natural" dealre to 
0 enlarge the mud, it beoomea aeoeaaary to provide a 
common background ot experience within the classroom. 
One such method is the use ot pictures to teaoh vooabular1 
within a traaework which also provides information about 
things whioh are not neoesaar111 1n the students• 
baoltground. 
14 
) 
The use of pictures as a method of visual reinforce-
aent has many advantages. AI Kinder points out: 
};/ 
•Pictures are a unive~eal lansuase, understood 
and appreciated ever,where •••• Oh114ren become 
actua1nted with picture• long before they begin 
their tormal achool1ns• the eohool merely picks 
up the picture and utilizes 1t more tullT and 
ayetemat1call7 ae a learDing 4ev1oe. Adults who 
no loqer partake of formal schooling continue 
to •read" and ltarn troa p1oturea." 
Brown, Lewis, and Raroleroad also note earl7 familiarity 
11 
with pictures, but point out other advantages: 
"lh1 are pictures eo helpful aad so much in 
u.ae? Jot onl.7 because t.hey are plentiful and 
oheapw-but they ou be eaaUr understood. 
0&1ldren 1n our sooietr pow up with pictures 
and learn to read m.eu.1Dc uto them at a verr 
early age. 
Bot oj?7 1s a tTPe o.t unoonso1ou. readin& taking place 
but a 
•Likewise, they leara qu1okl7 to read emotions 
into the teatures ot the person 1n the pieture;to 3udge 
what aot1on is tak1D& plaoe b7 the relationship of 
the ob~eots or persona in the picture.• 
Illustrations, like p1o~ur••• are effective tntereat-
getttag devices. They alao help the reader interpret and 
reaeaber the content of the acooapan11ng text material. 
17k1nler, 1amea s., Aqdto·I&flli lf~~;fl! ~ ttcQ;1gues, liaerioan Book 0im:Pall7t lew or • • P• 1. 
2/Brown, James w., Lewis, R1ohard B., and Baroleroad, Ired P., 
Au41o-Visual Inatruot1on, HoQrav-B111, (lew York, 1959) 
P• 408. 
J{Jrov.n, Ibid., P• 409. 
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Their effectiveneaa, however, may rely on a number of 
}/ 
factors operating outside ot the picture itaeltz 
"Illustrations are a degree ot abstraction. 
The1 are interpreted according to past experience, 
in a manner similar to the method of interpreting 
words. fheretore, we must caretull7 oonsider 
both the previous artistic experiences and environ• 
mental experiences of the proposed viewer. The 
viewer's experlenoe with art itself may determine 
hia success in interpreting the illustration, and 
hie experience with the type ot scene depicted 
may stmilarl7 affect his interpretive success." 
Implications which demaad recognition and consideration 
in the use ot visual materials are the analogy between 
the 1nterpretinc of words and pictures, variations in 
picture-reading ability, and the need for oare in the 
explanation and use ot pictures. 
Many probless of language arise because "words" 
are actually symbols carrying with them both connotative 
and denotative elements. As Hoban, Hoban, and Ziaman 
point out, the letter symbol, ooaaidered to be a mark 
of an advanced society, actl.l&l.ly has ita origin in picture 
11 
vri ting. Thus z 
"A representation ot a battle aoene could 
show the incidents ot the battle, conveying 
information and serving as a record. In time 
suoh a picture can come to represent a general 
idea ao that a picture of a battle used aa a story 
might become aeaooiated With the general idea ot 
fighting. Eventually by abbreviation or elimination 
of some elements and 4eta1la, the idea ot combat 
ou be shown siaply b;r weapons of war. 
];Op. dE., P• 41o 
2/Roban, Oharlea F., Hoban, Oharlea F., Jr., and Zisman, 
18muel B., Vil5al1!:'1 tQt Qsrr1cglum, Drfden Preas, Inc. (lew Yerk, 19 ), p. 14. 
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This same process ot eltmination and interpretation 
takes place when word srabols are encountered, tor "to an 
individual any word involving symbolization is concrete 
or abstract 1n relation to the richness and variety ot 
the former previous concrete experience.~ Words, 
without a framework ot association, ma1 prove contusing 
or little better than meaningless. The picture, therefore, 
provides a common, contrived experience which can turn1sh 
richness and multiplicity ot meanings to the word symbols 
aocompaDJing it. With intellectual development, pictorial 
presentations may be used figuratively, representing 
abstract ideas. 
Teachers easily perceive three types or levels of 
development 1n picture-reading ability: 
1. Recognizing particular ob~eots and calling 
them by name, 
2. Determining details 1n a picture and describing 
what is seen, 
3. Drawing inferences regarding past, current, 
or tuture action ot the people or objects 
shown, and making personal interpretations y 
baaed on individual backgrounds. 
11 ap. at£., P· 20 
sf Brown, Lewis, and Harcelroad, P• 4o9. 
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As Brown, LeVis, and Harcleroad noter ll 
"Because o! variations in past experiences, 
children differ greatly 1i these abilities • 
••• Because of these differences, teachers 
develop "experience• stories !or first-graders 
baaed on an event in which all meabers of the 
class participate together ••• and1 thus, have a 
common experience on which to build a reading 
vocabularr." 
Successful use o! visual and other educational materials 
is dependent upon meeting individual differences and 
providinc explanations designed to avoid possible 
contusion. 
The importance o! preparation and planning in the 
use of visual aida, while obvious, cannot be overstressed. 
The distinctive educational opportunities offered by 
the use of pictures can also be the cause of much 
oontuaion. While picturea can provide a common experience 
tor interpretation and association of concepts, "it a 
picture is true but tar reaoved from the life pattern 
or experience of the viewer, care must be taken in 
i/ 
explaining and using it." 
The strongest defense for the use of pictures lies 
in their contribution to the elimination of verbalism: 
"Pictures can be used to •educe the verbal 
load in instruction, espeoiall7 tor poor word 
readers. Verbal instruction without pictures or 
real experiences can result in tunny and, sometimes, 
even pathetic m1aunderatand1nga. Pictures can be 
extremel7 important in vooabular7 development and 
y!rown, Livia, and Baroelroad, P• 409. 
~ i/Ibid. 
18 
the presentation of new ideas~ 
An important summar7 ot the actual phJSiological 
process involved in pioture-readins was made by Buswell 
of the university ot Chicago. '1ve important conclusions 
taken t.rom his study area 
l. In the initial glance at a picture the eyes 
• 
fall immediatel7 on the center of interest 
and then move rapidly all over ~· picture in 
short fixation periods. 
2. The initial general aurve7 is followed bJ 
a closer examination of details with longer 
fixation periods. 
3. Directions given to subjects before the7 look 
at a picture appear to have a direct bearing 
on ere movements and periods of fixation. 
4. There are extensive individual difterenoes 
in "picture seeing.• 
s. Oolored pictures do not have the strong effects 
v 
on subjects which were anticipated. 
Item 3. in Buswell's conclusions bears directl7 on the 
use ot pictures in teaching. There seems to be scientific 
evidence that picture values can be taught, and that direc-
tions are important. 
]lop. alt., P· 4tB 
Buswell, G. T.,"Learni~ to Look at Pictures,• P.rCi[!&&ive 
ca io , (October, 1936) Ohap. 13, PP• 422•426. 
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With thia in mind the statement ot Hoban, Hoban, 
!I 
and Ziaaan aaauaea new importance& 
"An inference to be drawn is that it the 
ohild 1a attention can be centered auftioientlr 
on certain aapeota of the picture to induce him 
to examine those parte 1n detail, there mar re-
sult an interest 1n the picture which will 
become ao compelling that the ohild will atudr 
the picture until he can call it reall7 his own. • 
!he possibilities of the use of viaual reinforcement as 
an aid to motivation, learnins, and retention seem 
practicable on all p-ade levela. 
!/HoGan, !o'6an, and Zieman, P• 185. 
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OlU.P!D III 
TRB BIPBIMD'T 
In order to conduct the experiment, it was neceaaarr 
to (1) select two comparable groupe, (2) compile a list 
ot one hundred uataailiar words to be presented to both 
Jxperiaental and Oontrol groups, and (3) select appropriate 
visual material to reinforce the conceptual learnings ot 
the vocabulary list. 
Btj.eox1!B ot the goupe.- OJle taotor operating in 
the selection ot the groups was the opportunitr ottered 
b7 the experiment tor the writer to learn more about 
~ seventh-grade students. The JZperiaental group was one 
asaiped to the niter in the suburban ooliUiluni tr where 
the atutJ took place. The Oontrol group was one assigned 
to another teacher. 
It is the polic7 ot the school srstem to group 
students aooor4inc to abilit7 and achievement. Since 
both classes were considered aooelerated, it seemed a sate 
aasuaption that 1t would be possible to compare their 
results on the expert-eat with reasonable validity. 
However, the following criteria were oonaidered easentiala 
1. Mental .A&• 
2. oa.onological Age 
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3. Results ot the Oa11fO£B\t Short-Fora !est 
« M!Blal ftatHt&tz, i&Se£1!41tt! 8-foFI 
4. Reaulta ot the Io!! l!!£l•Pup11 ±tats o' Baa1o 
§5\lla, fotz o, lora L, Inte£med1ate ba!t•rz· 
The Oal1ton1a Teat of Mental Matur1 t7 furnished 
the following information: 
1. Chronological age 
2. Ion-language I.Q. 
3. .t.anguaae I. Q. 
4. Mental as• taken oa the total taotor I.Q. 
The Iowa Teats gave aoorea in: 
1. Reading comprehension 
2. Vocabulary 
3. Spelling 
4. Work-Stu¢7 skills 
5. Language skills 
The Guidance Director tor grade eeven vas available to 
aaa1at in interpreting results into grade norma and 
percentiles. 
Students veee then asa1sned numbers ranging t.rom 1 
to 46• with the lover halt ass1sned to the BXperiaental 
Group aad the upper halt to the Control Group. 
OOJD.p1l1y th! Tooabulfll list I•• 'lhe problem was to 
compile a listing ot one-hundred unfamiliar words wh1oh 
the atudenta would encounter 1n the course ot their 
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studies, and to select only those which would be suitable 
1:1 tor visual reinforoeaent. Aa O'Sullivan stateaz 
"The teaching ot a vocabulary ~elated to 
time, place, and circumstance in which words 
are to be used causes one to be skeptical of 
the resul ta. Words should be meaningful tor 
the pupil; he should be shown definite reason 
tor the time he spends on vocabulary." 
In order to provide a meaningful vooabular7, it waa 
neoeaaar7 to establish certain long-range goals. Th1a 
led to a consideration ot the following: three units, 
(Taking a Word Picture of touraelt," "Developing a 
Personal1t7 Scale," and "Ohooslng a Oareer,"), a reference 
book of children's literature, a novel, several vocabulary 
texts, and a variety ot anthologies. (See complete listing 
1n Appendix ..A.. on page .JJ.A,.) • J'rom these sources two 
hundred words l1kel7 to prove troublesome were selected 
for a pre-test and ada1n1stere4 to both the Bxperimental 
and Control groups. Since the words would be encountered 
by all students 1n the course of their studies, a check 
on the trequenoy with which the7 occur was not deemed 
t.portant to the study. 
!h final torm of the pre-teat waa as follows. On 
the left aide of the paper a word vas given, beside it, 
a blank apace. To the right ot the blank space, three 
colwans were labeled: "I know the word,", "I think I know 
the word," "I don't know the word." The directions 
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asked tor a aynonJm wherever possible, but because ot 
the unit on careers, a synonym was not alvars possible. 
!he results ot the first teat were aign1t1oant in 
respect to the career words. ~ tew words were missed 
b7 some students but the aaJoritr found no difficulty 
with any words relating to careers, probably because the 
communit7 is fairly prosperous and includes many professional 
people. lither through home enY1ronment or contact with 
other children, most seventh-graders seemed to have a 
reaartabl7 good understandiD& of what various professions 
entailed. Although goals mi&ht change, students had 
already chosen, or begun, to th1Dk about colleges and 
careers. 
lrom succeeding teats and olaaa disouaaiona, the 
final list ot words graduall7 eaerged. (See Appendix ~ 
on pages ;~-tor original teat and tinal vocabulary used.) 
St±toj\al She Yl•U!l lfltEi .. sa-- The comment ot 
Iinder pla7ed an important part in helping the writer 
choose materials& "There are alao three stages ot growth 
11 in artistic ab1lit7••symboliaa, realism, and abstraction." 
Parallel in& the remark ot Bron, Lewis, and Baroleroad 
(see page ~), it calla attention to the tact that since 
&here are three levels ot p1oture-read1n& ability, whatever 
illustrative material 1s chosen must be selected upon the 
basis ot what experience 1t will turn1sh on all stages of 
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Because of the tact that the use ot pictures, slides, 
and photographs is a contrived experience designed 
primarily to aid in the formation of associations and 
concepts, a further theae was needed. therefore, 
illustrative material was grouped 1n the following way: 
1. Scenes with or without the presence of 
people, children, or antmals ("Putting Yourself 
in the Picture") 
2. Scenes depicting cultures or times different 
from o-.a.r own 
3· Scenes concerned with the graphic presentation 
ot abstraction&. 
Because evidence of the superiority of colored 
pictures to black-and-white ia 1aoonolus1ve, content 
became the sole criteria in selection. Here the oniet 
problem was choosing only illustrative material that 
qualified tor the established grouping. A weakness 
was having to assume what would be most effective with 
students 1n grade seven. 
Because piotures varied 1n size, they were mounted 
and pro3ected tor class use according to suggestions b7 ]/ 
Haas and Packer: 
1. Use of construction paper tor mounts. 
2. A neutral color euoh as tan or gray mar 
be used safely with most pictures. For 
1/ ilUs; Giineth B., and Packer, Barry Q,, :r.rpafatf1oand 
.1!1! .. 2' AU~!!-!11!! ... A1A•· Jew York, Prentice- ar' 9 • 
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a striking effect. select a color that 
blends with the predominant color in the 
pioture. 
'· 
Use mounts in the following aises: 
a. 8i % ll tor large 
b. 8 X 9 tor intermediate 
o. 3t X 5t tor small 
The materials were attached b7 ooatinc rubber oement 
because there are considered to be tour diat1not advan-
tages in using this medium: 
1. It does not warp the paper or cardboard. 
Surplus rubber oeaent can be remoTed eaail7 
from the tace ot the paper, photograph, etc. 
It ree~ta 1n a neat, olean job. 
11 Bubber cement does act discolor paper. 
the pictures were then considered read7 tor use with 
the »auaoh and Lomb Opaque Projector. 
Mounting the pictures had several advantages c 
1. !hey were easier to handle. 
2. They could be stored more eaaily. 
3. When related by a central theme, they could 
also furnish the baa1a ot a bulletin-board display. 
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It vas however necesaar7 to taoilitate their use as a 
reterenoe &Jstem. 
Th1rt1-three pictures were chosen tor the experiment 
so that at least one word on each level ot p1oture-
rea41ng would be applied to a single illustration. lor 
ease in sorting and identifying and tiling, pictures were 
numbered from l to 33 1n the upper right hand corner ot 
the mount. In addition to a number, each picture was 
given a letter corresponding with its general class1t1oat1cn. 
!hus z, £1 and A aip.i.tied Personality, Oul ture, or 
Abatraotion. If these pictures could be uaed with other 
grades, an additional nuaber followed the letter value. 
Jor exam.ple, ll A•l2 would ahow that it waa picture ll 1n 
the seventh-grade aeries dealing with abstract words and 
could also be used 1n grade 12. Sinoe the pictures are 
reversed when placed in the pro3eotor, the numbers and 
letters were also placed 1n what would be the upper right 
corner turing pro3eotion. 
The problem ot assooiattn& vocabulary with the 
pictures still threatened to inhibit e.t.tect1venesa. The 
vcoabulary list and the group o.t pictures were not uauable 
in isolated torma. A dual orosa-reterenoe index s1atam 
using 4 x 6 inch card• aa augge•te4 b1 Doertert vas u•e4 
to indicate vh*ch ~icturee could be used to illustrate v· 
certain words. 
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Oard set A; numbering 1 to 33 to correspond with 
the illustrations, contained a list of the words for 
which each picture was usetul. These words were organized 
alphabetically in a column at the left side. Helpful 
words and phrases were listed to the right of the vooabularr 
words so that the writer might readily find the intended 
items or ob3ects in the picture. 
The aeoond, Oard Set B, vas orsan1zed alphabetically 
with one card for each ct the one-hundred words 1n the 
vocabulary. On each oard all pictures which would be 
helpful 1n illustrating the word were liated by number. 
(See Appendix B for oroaa-reference listing of the words 
....... 
~ and aumbera ot pictures as used originally in Oard Set B.) 
The dual-card system, as expected, provided a uaetul, 
simplified reference source and the desired pictures 
tor any given lesson could quickly be assembled. As new 
pictures are added to the oolltotion, cards can be added 
to Oard Set A listing the words illustrated. Oard Set B 
1s considered complete with one card tor each word in the 
vocabulary whether a picture is available or not, but 
additional words can alwar• be put into alphabetical 
sequence. As new pictures are a44ed, their numbers can 
easily be put on the cards ot the words ther illustrate. 
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OBJ.PTlm IV 
PRISINTATIOlf 0"1 MATERIALS 
Although thirty-three pictures were needed for 
this experiment, far more were collected as a result 
of research. 'lhe main criteria in selection were 
content, interest, and experiences contained 1n each 
picture. Once the vocabulary ;bad been distributed at 
the ratio ot three words for each ot thirty-two pictures 
and tour words to the remaining picture, the others 
were used to introduce the experiments. The methode 
employed were composition and discussion. 
On "lriday ot the week preceding the beginning ot 
the study, students were told that the class was to 
take part in an exercise to test ability for accurate 
observation and communication. Because the class 
realized that marks would not be affected, interest and 
curiosity concerning the experiaent were very high. 
During the weekend, pictures to be used for the 
introductory aot1v1t1es were nuabered and classified 
according to difficulty. !he categorizing of each, 
from simple to abstract, was done subjectively. The 
chief considerations were: 
1. Which pictures are ooncened with more than 
one concept? 
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2. How difficult of comprehension are the 
impressions furnished by each picture? 
Before class on Mondar, the Bausch and Lomb Opaque 
Projector was borrowed from the Audio-visual Aids 
Department and placed at the back of the room. Some 
preliminary projections were made and it was decided 
that the best image resulted when the projector was 
twenty-one feet from the screen. T1he room in which the 
pictures were shown has a length five times greater 
than its width because of a platform stage at the rear. 
When the projector was twenty-one feet from the screen, 
the projected tmage vas 1n clear focus to all viewers. 
When class began, directions were given to the 
students. lour pictures would be shown on the screen. 
Jach projection would last a total of thirty seconds. 
On paper provided, students were to write a brief, but 
accurate description of what they saw. The four pictures 
and the words they were chosen to illustrate were as 
follows: 
1. Piotare one•-- A single branch of large yellow 
apples is placed against a grey background. At 
the upper left and lower right corners are 
single green leavea. 
Words illustrated: comestible, symetrical, 
stark, succulent. 
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2. Piot~re two:-- Three witches are seen with 
distended hands, dilated e7es, disheveled 
hair and evil grimaces. 
Words illqstrated:-- distend, dilate, dishevel, 
grimace. 
3. Picture three:-- Here is a portion of a place 
showing part ot a ballroom and a balcony. The 
frescoed ceiling of gold and white stands out 
vividlf against the CrTStal chandeliers. 
Words &llustrated: tresooe, ornate, chandelier. 
4. Piotqre tour:-- Thia picture shows the upper 
section of a pillar and traces the aeries of 
arcs it forma with the ceiling. 
Words illuetraled: parallel, concentric, 
geometric. 
During this activity, the teacher gave directions 
and acted as both timekeeper and projectionist. During 
the loading and unload1dg of the projector the light 
was flashed off so that ttmea tor observation would be 
relatively constant. The total time given tor viewing 
was thirty second and one minute for writing. 
After all the pictures had been shown, students 
were asked to read aloud what the7 had written. Partici-
pation and enthusiasm were very high. A few descriptions 
were actually interpretations of what had been shown. To 
,~ correct anr confusion, some time was then used to discuss 
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the nature and purpose ot descriptive writing. Bo 
student, however, had any real difficulty in recognizing 
what was pictorially depicted. 
As soon as a description had been read, the picture 
was again shown to the class. Other class members pointed 
out weaknesses of the descriptions. Because o:t the large 
part1o1pat1on, piotures•re kept on the screen while 
other papers were read. Eventually the olass decided 
that the ohiet weaknesses ot all descriptions were 
vagueness in word choice and failure on the part of 
students to "say what you mean•. 
!he class then examined the ways in which pictures 
could be described. These ranged trom simple enumeration 
of seen ob3ects to symbolic and visual interpretation 
ot an implied oonoept. Students were then given the words 
illustrated by the pictures. These were on a list proJected 
on the screen. While students copied them into their 
notebooks, the teacher pronounced eaoh one slowly, 
emphasizing the B1llab1oat1on. !his vas considered one 
va1 ot reinforcing the analogy of the importance ot each 
part to the whole and assisting students with their 
spelling. Aa the students wrote they pronounced the 
words in unison. 
As their homework assignment students were asked 
two things: to attempt to apply the given words to the 
~ pictures and to state the mood or impression created 
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in them by looting at each picture. Here the class 
was limited to a selection ot one word tor each piot~e. 
After making their selections. pupils were asked to check 
their words with their diotionnaries for all possible 
meanings. 
The next day students were asked to apply the 
vooabular1 list to the pictures that were once again 
projected. Although not part1oularlJ successful as a 
whole, the class efforts were promising. All students 
made an honest attempt at torm1ng associations. As the 
words were discussed and "d1at1onary• definitions had 
been simplified, concepts gradually began to crystallize. 
As the second part ot the assignment, students 
were asked to read aloud what they considered as the 
most ditt1oult definition ot the word they had originally 
written. Other members ot the class were asked to guess 
at the original word. A tew were successful, but mo•t 
were not. In the discussions that followed 1t was 
established that: 
1. The original descriptions had been poor 
because ot vague words used. 
2. Studente could not guess what the new words 
meant because theJ were not familiar with the 
words and could not torm any ot the associations 
needed tor learning. 
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Students were now told the purpose ot the experi-
mentt• to improve their abilit7 v1th words and test the 
effectiveness ot visaal reinforcement as an aid to 
learning. 
To keep interest at a high level throughout the 
daily assignments tor student participation were given 
out. Among the tasks to be covered vere putting the 
blinds in place to darken the room and raising them at 
the conclusion ot the lesson, getting the projector from 
the Visual-Aida loom where it is stored overnight, plugging 
in the projector and placing it at its desired distance 
trom the screen, setting up the screen for projection, 
operating the projector, receiving pictures as they come 
out of the machine, and turntng out the room lights. 
The pictures for Lesson I (see p.56 ) were projected 
on the screen. The words tor the lesson were given as the 
discussion proceeded. These words were then applied 
to the pictures and written on the board. At the ooncla-
a1on ot the picture series a l1at of tan words was also 
projected on the screen. Students were asked to copy 
these words in their notebooks and were requested to 
cheok definitions 1n their dictionaries. Students were 
to use each word in an original sentence which was also 
a part ot their Inglish notebooks. A quiz was scheduled 
tor the tollowing day on the assignment just completed. 
~ tie same procedure was followed for ten sucoess1ve lessons. 
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All words in the lesson ware pronounced aloud, 
first b7 the teacher and thea by the group in unison. 
As a final review, each student was responsible !or a 
visual presentation of !our words trom the total list 
of one hundred. Since there were twenty-three students 
involved in the experiment, this lett eight words 
unassigned. Volunteers were assigned to these words. 
Olasa aot1v1ties !or each lesson began with a quiz 
on the previous da7's assignaent. Words were dictated 
to the students and time allowed for the tilling in of 
definitions. Marks were taken on spelling and vocabulary. 
All quizaea ware corrected b7 the teacher and results 
made known the tollowtng day. !he only exceptions to 
this were the testa given after the fifth and tenth 
lessons. 
Attar the second teat, the review ot one hundred 
words took place. Students were asked to present their 
visual re1ntoroementa ot assigned words. Approximately 
three periods were needed because not all associations 
with material were clear or log1oal. !he words were 
then redefined and pronounced. The following day the 
complete 11at of words was given and two test scores 
taken. Results ware compared tor~ word gain tor 
each student and the class 1n general. •otabooks were 
collected, sentences checked, and visual materials were 
possible refining. 
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As part of the lntroductor7 activities tor the Oontrol 
group, several mail-order catalogues were brought to 
olaaa. Students were asked to consider what might be 
the chief problem in the compilation of such a work. 
l D~souasion established that oataloguea contained man7 , 11eas and descriptions. Because of this all items should : \ 
be descr1be4 in brief, but complete, terms. If merchandise 
is to sell it must appeal to the logic and emotions ot 
its prospective customers. 
Selecting items at random trom various catalogues, 
the teacher read the tactual oop7 accompanying the item 
listing. Such things as weisht, size, shape, and color 
were given. ~he class was then a1ven the problea of 
being faced with the writing of the catalogue. Ther were 
given items designed to appeal to men and women. 
After a reasonable l~h ot time, students were 
asked to read what they had written. A diaoussion ot the 
good and bad points ot each atudaat'a article established 
the need for olarit7, vividneea, and exactness. 
aeading the description ot the item as it actuall7 
appeared elicited further diaquasion. Students felt that 
work was both overl7•long and vague. Because words did 
not mean the same to all student• much effectiveness was 
lost. It was decided that words were tmportant, possessed 
a ault1plioit1 of mean1Dga, and oon~ained a connotative 
~ denotative qualitt that could be either an asset or a 
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hindrance to effective oommunioation. 
A a1m111ar procedure to that described was followed 
1n the Oontrol group. Students were told that they 
would try to add one hundred new vorda to their vocabu-
laries. Ten word lilts were given to each student. 
All members ot the class were asked to keep Inglish 
notebooks 1n which the7 would place their lists of words. 
An additional requirement vas to use each word in an 
original sentence. In addition to dail7 quizzes, students 
were given testa at the end of the titth and tenth 
lessons. At the completion ot the second teat, they were 
examined on the original list ot one hundred words. 
All quizzes 1n the Oontrol group were corrected 
4ail7 and returned to the students at the next meeting. 
Like the Experimental group, the7 were expected to keep 
a list ot words missed. Bach quiz produced a mark 1n 
spelling and vocabul&rf• 
Three weeks after the final examination on the list 
ot one hundred words, a re-test was given to both groups. 
The results ot this teat were compared to determine word 
gain tor both groups. 
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OBAPTlll V 
SUMMARIJ8 AND OOBOLUSIOBS 
A aummar7 ot the testing results obtained during 
and at the end of the experiment followaa 
1. lrom Iog IJeu-Pu.pil Teat! of Basic 
§k&ll!, Vocabulary aoorea (see Tables on pages 
z,s.. and .z.Q...) • 
a. The experimental sroup gained on the median 
aoore 1.1; 
b. The control group gained .9; 
o. Two loaaea, experimental group; 
d. One loss, control group. 
e. The range ot gain 1n the experimental group 
was from .4 to 2.0 7eara. 
f. The range of gain in the control group was 
trom .1 to 2.3 rears. 
i• twelve pupils gained 1 to 2 7ears in the 
experimental group. 
h. Seven pupils gained 1 to 2 7ears 1n the 
oontrol group. 
§M!'!El of Ioya tsst1nga-- There was a difference 
ot .2 at the median point in favor of the expertaental 
group 1n the final testa. The experimental group had 
twelve pupils gaining to two rears from the beginning 
to the final test. 
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' 
The control group had seven pupils gaining one to two 
rears from the beginning to the final teet. From 
individual scores it appears that the experimental group 
made larger gains in the middle and upper classifications. 
2. Inforaal testing 
a. On the dail7 quizzes the experimental group 
earned 38 scores ot 100, 77 scores of 90, 
and 88 scores of 80. 
b. On the daily quizzes the control group earned 
12 scores ot 100, 55 scores of 90, and 131 
scores ot 80. 
c. On the veekl7 teats, the experimental group 
earned one score ot 100, 5 scores ot 90 - 98, 
and 32 scores ot 80 • 88. 
d. On the weekly teat the control group earned 
one score ot 100, 2 scores ot 90 - 98, and 
27 scores ot 80 - 88. 
t. On the final teat the experimental group earned 
one score ot 100, 2 scores of 95 - 99, 3 scores 
ot 90 - 94, and 15 scores of 80 - 89. 
g. On the final test the control group earned 
zero scores of 100, l score ot 95 to 99, l score 
ot 90 - 94, and 15 scores of 80 - 89. 
h. On the re-test the experimental group earned zero 
scores ot 100, 5 scores of 90 - 99, 13 scores 
of 80 - 89, and 3 scores of 70 - 78. 
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i. On the re-test the control group earned zero 
scores of 100, one score ot 90, 10 scores ot 
80 - 89, and 3 scores of 70 - 79. 
3• Five students in the control group failed in 
the re-test. 
k. Two students in the experimental group tailed 
the re-test. 
1. Although students 1n both groups received a 
spelling mark on the dail7 quizzes, no significant 
differences could be measured durtng or at the 
end ot the e%pertaent. 
3. Limitations to the study. 
The number of pupils and the time involved 1n this 
stud7 was small. lort7•1ix students were involved in an 
experiment which took slightl7 lese than two months. 
vooabular7 1s measured b7 the Iowa Everz-PuR1l 
Vocabularl Tf&t. fh1s teat ia an indication ot whether 
an individual or a class is below, at, or above the norms, 
but it does not reveal all the areas or fields of experience 
1n which the student does well or poorly. 
It was not possible to eliminate sub3ectivity 1n 
selecting materials tor visual reinforcement. While 
clear to the writer, some ot the concepts proved contusing 
to the class. 
The experiment does not include a test to determine 
increase in reading skills. 
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All possible factors contributing to success on 
the tests are not considered. Among those not considered 
are: (1) variables 1n teaching, (2) interest, (3) stud7 
habits, and (4) adaptabilit7• 
4. Suggestions for further research 
a. A similar stud7 using visual reinforcement 
as a method of improving spelling, 
b. A similar stud7 using visual reinforcement 
1n creative and descriptive writing, 
c. Development of vocabulary lists of technical 
terms needed 1n sub3ect matter fields 1n the 
secondar7 school, 
d. There is a need for more studies using visual 
re1nforcament as a means ot providing common, 
contrived experiences for all students. 
e. More information 1a needed concerning word 
associations at various grade levels. The 
imaginations of the students can be a valuable 
key to new methods of teaching. 
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APPJDt:DIX J. 
WORDS USED IB THE IXPiaiMEIT 
Since the vooabular7 to be tau&bt vas to be used 
1n conjunction with visual reinforcement the words chosen 
ha4 to be those possesatng certain vivid and descriptive 
features. The final list vas the result of several 
pre-tests based upon the word aouroes listed 1n Appendix 
on page 
The vooabul&r7t listed alphabetioall7 was divided 
into groupe ot ten. To aid association words were 
grouped acoording to thQie which seemed close to the 
original three groupinga previousl7 mentioned on page 
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WORD SOUROES USED IB IXPEB.IM.Dt 
1. Agnew, J. Kenner, fto•e an~zoatrz Journ;r, L. w. 
Singer, Inc., Bew ork, 1§ 1, Journe1• th People," 
pp. 435-514. 
2. Baile7, Matilda, and Leavell, Ullin w., WoJlda to 
fj!fore, American Book Oompany, Bev York, §g, 
1 of Fame," PP• 196-267. 
3. lorbee, Esther, JohnnY treat!~!• Boughton Mifflin 
OoapaDJ, 1960. 
4. Bardv1olt, B. o., Wort; are :~eoitant, lirat Book, 
O. S,Hammond & Oo., plevo~1 ev Jerae7, 1§60. 
5· Hardv1ok, H. o., wo;ds If' Iliortant, Seoond Book, 
o. s. Hammond • oo., lap evoo , lew erae7, 196o. 
6. Hardwick, H. o., words :f' palortant) 'rh1rd Book, 
o. s. Hammond & Oo., lip evoo , lev erse7, 1966. 
7. Hardviolt, B. 0,, W0£4! llt IJ!2ortant lourt~ Dook, 
o, s, Hammond & oo,, MaPievool, lev !erae7,~965. 
8, Levis, Borman, Word POW!£ ltd! lfllt Parma Books, 
B!W York, 1961. 
9· Lodge, Ivan, and Br&1Jier, Har3or1e, Adventur!a 1n 
RetdiQI, Harcourt, Brace and Oo., lev fori, 95S. 
10. Meigs, Oornelia, A gr1t1gfi ~~•tot{ of 0~11A£ea•s 
L1tera!Q£1• MaoM111an do., liv for , 19~ • 
11. Miller, Ward s., !ofd W•!lth• (un1or, Henr1 Holt 
and Oo., Bev York, §50. 
12. ••tt7, Paul; Peterson, Miriam E., and Parker, 
Alfred E., sf••4~ Bou.noth D. o. Heath and oo., 
Boston, 19, 1 selves and Others," pp. 2·62. 
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l. 
A Llr.rT.IR !0 THE B!UDDT 
Dear Student, 
The following is a list ot words that rou will be 
encountering in your BDgliah olaaaea during the next 
few weeks. In order to help you with your studies. it 
ia necessary to tind out which words may present problema. 
You will not be marked on this teat! 
In order to aeaiat ua, read the directions care-
tully and answer each item to the beat of your ability. 
wftf•ot1onti••On the left hand side ot the page 
rou lia~a word anticipated to present some 
ditt1oult7• Beside this word 1a a blank. In the 
apace provided, try to det1ne eaoh word w1tht whenever 
possible, a ay.aoaym. After this' check ( ·/ 1 one of 
the three oolWill18 to the right I I DOW THJ WORD" • 
"I THIIX I J:IOW TU WORD" t • I DOI1 T DOW THE WORD". 
After we have cpapleted our study ot the words 
missed by all the students and 70u have taken the 
dally quiasee and weekl7 testa. rou will be given a 
teat baaed upon these difficult words eo that you 
Will know how many words you have added to 70ur own 
vooabularr. 
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WORD 
----
l. ab)"88 
2. admoniah 
3. adJacent 
4. aegia 
5. aesthetic 
6. amorphou.s 
7. ancillary 
e. apathetic 
9. apocryphal 
10. aqu.111ne 
11. arid 
12. artifice 
13. assent 
14. austere 
15. au.thent1o 
16. avert 
17. awe 
18. bagatelle 
19. booty 
20.bucoal 
21. oadaverou.s 
22. carrion 
23. celibate 
24. ohau.v1n1st1o 
25. chioaneey 
26. chimera 
27. coincide 
28. comestible 
29. complacent 
30. comply 
31. concerted 
32. oontlagrat1on 
33. conJecture 
34. consort 
35. contour 
36. copiou.s 
37. counterpart 
38. ou.linary 
39. owabersoae 
40. cursory 
41. detaoe 
42. delineation 
43. deau.re 
44. demure 
DD'IBITIOI 
----------
PRE-TIST 
I 00'1 I fHIBI: 
!D WORD I DOW 
---·---- THE WORD 
- ... ---
I DOH 11 
DOW 
THB lfOi.D 
..... - .... 
46 
47 
.. 
I DOW I THINK I DON'T 
WOJlD DEFIBITIOI THI WORD I DOW KNOW 
--- ------
____ ._, THB WOJlD !HJ !OlD 
-----
45. desultory 
46. dilate 
47. dil1&7 
48. disband 
49. discern 
so. d~tnd 51. dp rnal 
52. d vera 
53. doleful 54. dotage 
55. ecatas7 
56. ettusive 
57. eke 
58. embellish 
59· embr7o 60. emit 
61. endorsee 
62. enhance 
63. en loin 
64. ensconced 
65. enterpriae 
66. enthrall 
67. environ• 
68. epithet 
69. eulogize 
70. evolve 
71. excruciating 
72. expedient 
13. expire 
74. tallow 
15· feline 
76. tet1ah 
11· t1aaure 
78. .tlaoc1d 
19· tor.te1t 
so. torm.1dable 
81. trugal 
82. tutile 
83 • .tru1tion 
84. galaxy 
as. germane 
86. glacial 
87. glean 
88. grotesque 
89. guise 
90. habitat 
91. haggard 
92. h&lCfOJ'l 
. . 
.. 
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I DOW I TBI.IK I DOB't 
WORD DllilfiTIOB !H.I WORD I DOW KBOV 
--- --..----
....... __ !HE WORD !H! !Oi.D 
-----
93· havoc 
94. impale 
95. impending 
96. imperial 
91· iapoaing 98. impregnable 
99. impromptu 
100. inchoate 
101. incongruous 
102. indigenous 
103. indomitable 
104. intam.oua 
lOS. inflict 
106. inherent 
107. innate 
108. insatiable 
109. insulate 
110. intricate 
111. intrinsic 
112. macabre 
113. maelstrom 
114. marauder 
115. martinet 
116. martial 
117. masterful 
118. m.aaterl7 
119. menial 
120. panacea 
121. panorama 
122. paroxysm 
123. pensive 
124. peregination 
125. perem:t.ial 
126. perpetrate 
127. perverse 
128. pillage 
129. ponderous 
130. pot-pourri 
131. predator1 
132. preponderance 
133· pretentious 
134. primeval 
135· procedure 
136. prodigious 
137. proletariat 
138. protract 
1:59. prox1lll1ty 
140. quatt 
.. .. 
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:.; 
I DOW I THIBK I :0011 f 
WORD D:UIIITIOI THI WORD I DOW DOW 
--- --------- ---
TU WORD ... _ ..... TBll WORD 
-- ......... 
141. raucous 
142. recede 
143. renaissance 
144. repine 
145. replete 
146. residue 
147. respite 
148. resplendent 
149. ria ore 
150,. rudiments 
151. sallow 
152· sartorial 
153· 1equeatered 
154. serried 
155· servile 
156. simian 
157· slough 
156. soph1str7 
159. specter 
160. spurious 
161. stoical 
162. subsist 
163. su.ooule:ut 
164. auateaanoe 
165. svarth7 
166. •7oophant 
167. tenacious 
168. tangible 
169. tenet 
170. timbre 
171. torpid 
172. torrid 
173· transit 
174. tursid 
175· ubiquitous 
176. unitorra 
177· unique 
178. vacillate 
179· vacuous 
180. vasrant 
181. vapid 
182. verdure 
183. verisimilitude 
184. vest is• 
185. vie 
186. vogue 
187. volatile 
188. voluble 
-r. .. 
WORD 
---
189 • vo1wa1D.oua 
190-. vorao1oua 
191. 'W&J11'8.Z'4 
192• wheedle 
193• whet 
194. wiuow 
195• winsome 
196. wreak 
197· llr1 
198• ltPhTZ' 
199• lu.ith 
200. •••t 
I KIOV 
»EPIII!IOB TRB WORD 
----- ___ ... 
I THIB.K 
I KIOW 
!HJ!O!Jl 
I DOlf1 T 
DOW 
,tBJ.!OlD 
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:: 
WORDS KISS.ID BY ALL S!tJDD!S 0.1 PIE-TISTS 
abyss anoilliary assent 
admonish apathetic austere 
ad3acent apocryphal authentic 
aegis aca.uiline avert 
aesthetic arid awe 
amorphous artitioe 
basatelle booty buoal 
cadaverous comestible contour 
carrio:n complacent copious 
celibate compl7 counterpart 
chauvinistic concerted culinar1 
ohioane17 oontlagration cumbersome 
chill era conJecture oursor1 
coincide cone crt 
deface dilate diurnal 
delineation ding;r divers 
demure disband doleful 
desuetude discern dotage 
"' 
desultory distend 
eosta~y enhance eulogize 
e!!us ve en~oin evolve 
eke ensconced excruciating 
eabellish enterprise expedient 
8llbryo enthrall expire 
emit environs 
endorse epithet 
tallow flaccid fruition 
feline tort'eit futile 
fetish formidable 
fissure trur;al 
galUJ glacial grotesque 
gemane glean guise 
habitat hal070D. havoc 
ha&gard 
impale i:nohoate inherent 
impending incongruous innate 
imperial indigenous insatiable 
1mpos1ns indomitable insulate 
impregnable intuous intricate 
iaproJaptu inflict intrinsic 
·-~·-• > ""••-r-•r•-• ... , .. 
.. 
53 
.n. 
"" 
WORDS MISSED BY ALL S!UDBITS 05 PR~!ESTS (Oont.) 
JeJune 
latent luxuriant luxurious 
macabre martial m.eteorio 
maelstrom master till morose 
marauder masterly motif 
martinet menial mystic 
nadir necromancy nomadic 
nebu.lot.ts nether nominal 
obeisance offset ostensible 
oblique olfactory ostentatious 
obviate orifice 
occult ornate 
panacea perverse primeval 
panorama pillage procedure 
paroxysm ponderous prodigious 
pensive pot-pourri proletariat 
peregination predatory protract 
pereDllial preponderance prox1m.it;r 
perpetrate pretentious 
quaft 
rat.tcous replete rigors 
recede residue rt.tdimenta 
renaiseanoe respite 
repine resplendent 
sallow slough succulent 
sartorial sophistry sustenance 
seq,uestered specter swarthy 
serried apvious s;rcophant 
servile stoical 
simian subsist 
tenacious tenet torpid 
tangible timbre transit 
tursid 
ubiquitous uniform l\Jliq,ue 
53 
WOI.DS XISSD BY ALL S'tll'J).II!S OX PRE-TESTS (Oont.) 
vachllate verea1m111tu4e voluble 
V&CU.\OUS vestige voluminous 
vagru:t vie voracious 
vapid vogue 
verdure volatile 
vaywarcl winnow wr7 
wheedle w111801le 
whet wreak 
zephfr zenith a eat 
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,., 
LIST OF WORDS USED II THE EXPERIMENT 
ab1aa aquiline 
admonish arid 
ad3acent austere 
aesthetic authentic 
amorphous 
cadaverous contour 
coincide copious 
comestible ooUDterpart 
complacent cul111ary 
concerted cubersome 
oon.tlapat1on cursory 
consort 
deface 41aoern 
desuetu4e distend 
deaultorr t1vera 
dilate doleful 
41aband 
abelliah enthrall 
(', embryo tnvirons 
endorse eulogize 
enhance exoruciat1ns 
ensconced 
tallow flaccid 
fetish frugal 
tis sure fruition 
galaq glacial 
germane glean 
habitat halO TOn 
1mpend1ne; indigenous 
1llper1al 1Jldom.itable 
1mpoa1ns inherent 
impregnable 1Dnate 
inchoate insatiable 
1nooqruou.a intrinsic 
latent luxuriant 
martinet meteoric 
masterful morose 
masterl7 motif 
55 
"' LIS! Ol WORDS USD Ill !HI EXPERIMDT 
nadir nether 
nebulous nomadic 
neoromano,- noa1nal 
oblique ornate 
occult ostensible 
olfactory ostentatious 
or1tioe 
panorama pretentious 
pensive prodigious 
ponderous proletariat 
predator7 proximit;r 
qua!t 
reoecle respite 
replete resplendent 
ree14ue rudiaents 
~ 
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D.liLY LBSSOJS 
LBSSOlf 011 LISSOI TWO LESSOlT THRD 
l. abras 1. aq,uiline 1. aesthetic 
2.·· ad3aoent 2. austere 2. concerted 
3.· amorphous 
'· 
cadaverous 
'· 
enhance 
4 •. contour 4. complacent 4. enthrall 
S•'glaoial s. doleful s. eulogize 6.· 1mpoaing 6. .tallow 6 • galaxr 
1· inchoate 1· flaccid 1· hal070n a. luxuriant a. masterful a. inherent 
9; panorua 9. morose 9. meteoric 
10. ·predatorr lo. pensive 10. replete 
' LESSO.I l'OUll LliSSOB i'IVB IJISSO.N SIX 
1.· admonish l. nominal l. arid 
2. coincide 2. oblique 2. conflagration 
'· 
consort 
'· 
ol.taotor7 
'· 
embrro 
4.· deface 4. ornate 4. ensconced 
n 5· dilate s. ostensible s. excruciating 6. 41eband 6. proletariat 6. fetish 
1· abellish 1· p:rox11lit7 1· truition a.· 1m pending a. residue 8. indomitable 
9·' innate 9· resplendent 9. latent 10~ recede 10. rudiaents 10. quaff 
LJSSOll SBV.D LESSOB BIG&! LDSOll BillE 
1.· authentic l. copious l. ours orr 
2~ comestible 2. cumbersome 2. desuetude 
,~ oulinarr 
'· 
endorse 
'· 
desultor7 
4. divers •• environs •• discern 5· trugal s. germane s. fissure 6~ s1ean 6. iaprepable 6. habitat 
1· imperial 1. 1n4isenous 1· nomadic a. insatiable a. intrinsic a. pretentious 
9~ nether 9· motif 9. ponderous 10~ orifice 10. nebulous 10. respite 
LJSSOB TBI 
l~ counterpart s. masterlr 9. ostentatious 
2~ distend 6. nadir 10. prodigious 
,. incongruous 1· neoroaanor ~ 4. martinet s. occult 
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TEST GIVlll AT THE :OD OF THE Fm.ST WEEK 
I DOW I THIH I DOI'T 
1f01lD DlD'IlliTIO.I THE WORD I I:IOW KlfOV 
--- ------ -----
.tHJ.!OlD !B!!O!D 
l. abyss 
2. admonish 
'· 
a43acent 
4. aesthetic 
5· amorphous 6. aquiline 
1· austere a. cadaverou.a 
9. coincide 
10. complacent 
ll. concerted 
12. consort 
1:3. contour 
14. deface 
15. dilate 
16. disband 
17. doletul 
0 18. embellish 19. enhance 
20. enthrall 
21. eulogize 
22. tallow 
23. flaccid 
24. gala:xr 
25. glacial 
26 .• hal07011 
27. impending 
28. 1.mposiq 
29. inchoate 
JQ. inherent 
31. i.rmate 
32. luxuriant 
''· 
m.aatertul 
34. meteoric 
:35. morose 
:36. noai.nal 
:37. oblique 
38. oltaotory 
39· ornate 4o. ostensible 
41. pa:a.orama 
42. pensive 
43. predator7 
44. proletariat 
45. proximitY' 
T:SST GIVD .lf !BE liD Of THB fiRST WUK (Oont.) 
WORD 
---
46. recede 
47. replete 
48. reeidue 
49. reeplenclent 
50. rudiments 
I .&:IOV 
DEPIIITIOI THI WORD 
-~.--- -----
I THIBK I :DOl ' T 
I IIOW KIOW · 
!BJ !OlD !HJ !O!D 
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!BST GIVD AT BID Of SIOOND WEEK 
WOB.l) 
---
1. arid 
2. att~entio ). comestible 
4. conflagration 
5· copious 
6. counterpart 
1. oulinar7 
a. cumbersome 
9. ouraorr 
l0.4eeuetu4e 
11. 4eaultorr 
12. clieoe:rn 
13. distend 
14. divers 
15. •brro 
16. endorse 
17. eneoonoed 
18. environs 
19. excruciating 
20. fetish 
21. fissure 
22. frugal 
2). fruition 
24. serau.e 
25. glean 
26. habitat 
27. imperial 
28. impregnable 
29. 1D.oongruou.a 
30 • 1J:Ld1genoua 
31. iJ:Ldomitable 
32. insatiable 
33· intrinsic 
34. latent 
35· martiJ:Let 
36. maaterlr 
31• moti! 
38. nadir 
39· nebulous 
40. neoromanor 
41, nether 
42. nomadic 
43. occult 
44. or1t1oe 
45. ostentatious 
I DOW 
DBPINI!IOI TRI WORD 
--------- -.--
I THID: 
I DOW 
TJE_W,2B.D 
I DON'T 
DJOW 
TJE_W.Q.RD 
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W'OltD 
---
46. ponderous 
47• pretentious 
48. prodigious 
4g .• qu.att 
so. reepite 
I DOW 
DBFIIITIOI TBB WORD 
-----.-~ -----
I THntK: 
I DOW 
1HJ !Oi.D 
I DOJ'T 
DOW 
IHJ !OlD 
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J'II'AL TEST 
I DOW I TBIIIK I DOI1T 
VO!l.D DDDIITIO.lf THE WORD I KBOlf DOW 
---
...... ___ ... 
- ..... --
THE WORD 
......... !Q !OlD 
l. abyss 
2. aclmoniah 
'· 
a4~aoea't 
4. aesthetic 
5· amorphous 6. aquiline 
1· arid s. austere 
9· autheat1o 10. oa4averoua 
ll. coincide 
12. comestible 
13. complacent 
14. concerted 
15. oont1agrat1on 
16. consort 
17. contour 
18. copious 
"' 
19. counterpart 
20. cul1D.ar7 
21. cumbersome 
22. ClU'SOrf 
23. deface 
24. desuetude 
25. desultory 
26. dilate 
21· d1sbaa4 28. discern 
29. distend 
30. divers 
31. doleful 
32. •bell1ah 
''· 
embr7c 34. endorse 
35· enhance 
36. eaaoonoed 
31· enthrall 38. environs 
39. eulogize 
40. excruciating 
41. tallow 
42. tet1ah 
.,. t1saure 
44. tlaoo14 
"" 
45. frugal 
A 
WOllD 
---
46. fruition 
47. &•18.%7 
48 • germane 
49• glacial 
50• glean 
51• habitat 
sa• halc7on 
53· 1mpe:a.d1ng 
54. 1aperial 
55• 1apos1ng 
56. imprep.able 
57• 1D.ohoate 
58 • incongruous 
59• indigenous 
60• indomitable 
61. inherent 
62• 1Jmate 
63• 1uatiable 
64. intrinsic 
65• latent 
66. luxuriant 
67. martinet 
68;, masterful 
69. masterl1 
10. meteoric 
71. morose 
72;, motif 
73• nadir 
74. nebulous 
75• necromancy 
76. nether 
77 • nomadic 
78. nominal 
79. oblique 
so. occult 
81. olfactory 
82. orifice 
83• ornate 
84. ostensible 
as. ostentatious 
86. panorama 
87• pensive 
aa. ponderous 
89• predator7 
90• pretentious 
91• prodig1owa 
92• proletariat 
I DOW 
DBJIBI!IOlf !HE WORD 
-------- ----.-
I !BilflC 
I KIOV 
!HJ !OlD 
I DOl'! 
DOW 
!RJ !O,ID 
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woaD 
---
93· prox1m1 'tJ 
94. quatr 95. reoede 
96. replete 
97. rea14ue 9S. reap1te 
99• reaplendent 
100. ru.41menta 
DDII'ITION 
_ ......... _ 
I IIOW 
!HI WORD 
.. ----
I TRIII 
I KIOW 
!HE WORD 
............. 
I DOB'·T 
KIOW 
!HJ !OlD 
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.lPPDDII B 
T.ULB 
Experimental Group Grade VII 
PSYOHOLOGIOJ.L !liST RESULTS 
OJ.L!.JOR:tfiA SHORT-FOB.H !liST Of MDTAL MATURITY, S·J'ORM 
Pupil 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
1· a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
c.A. 
12-6 
13-1 
12-7 
12-8 
13-4 
12-6 
12-7 
12-5 
12-7 
13-3 
12-8 
12-11 
12-6 
12-10 
13-1 
12-ll 
12·9 
12·10 
12·7 
12-6 
13-0 
12-8 
13-0 
I.Q. 
I on-Lang. 
119 
114 
127 
109 
123 
95 
111 
115 
109 
126 
123 
117 
100 
125 
121 
132 
121 
109 
107 
100 
122 
119 
121 
SUMMAR. I 
I.Q. M.A. Taken on 
Lang. Total Factor I.Q. 
126 14-2 
107 12-11 
132 15-6 
100 13-9 
112 15-10 
114 13-9 
1o9 14-o 
125 14-9 
115 14-11 
128 15-10 
122 16-o 
128 14-10 
119 13-ll 
131 15-6 
123 14-4 
126 16-2 
117 15-2 
99 14-2 
120 13-11 
114 13-11 
124 15-8 
133 15-10 
117 15-9 
An effort was made to match the Mental Ages ot pupils 
in lxper1mental and Control Groupe. 
M.A. 12 to 12•11 
One pupil 
M.A. 15 to 15-11 
llight pupils 
lxptr61tatat Group 
M.A. 13 to 13-11 
Five pupils 
M.A. 16 to 16-11 
b'o pupils 
-65-
M.A. 14 to 14-11 
Seven pupils 
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TABLE (Oont.) 
Oontrol Group Grade VII 
PSYOHOLOGIOAL !1ST RJSULTS 
OALIFORIIA SHOiT•FOIM !BST or KJITAL MATURITY, S..J'ORM 
I.Q. I.Q. , M.A. Taken on 
Pupil O.A. Jl'on-l'Alng. :r..ng. Total :rae tor I • Q. , 
2t. 12-5 124 105 15-8 
25. 13-l 115 131 14-ll 
26. 12-10 119 118 13-9 
27. 12-4 lll 122 13-10 
28. 13-l 128 109 15-10 
29. 13-0 117 126 14-9 
30· 12-6 119 112 15-7 31. 12·8 119 112 15-7 
32. 13-2 131 122 16-0 
33. 12-8 123 127 14-8 34. 12·4 141 133 16-5 
35· 12-10 132 lll 15-11 
36. 13-3 111 122 13-10 
37. 13-l 121 123 14-4 
38. 12-11 133 126 16-2 
39. 12·9 125 129 15-3 
40. 13-4 124 109 15-8 
41. 12-8 111 109 14-0 
·~h 13-1 120 112 13-9 .,. 12-9 109 119 14-ll 
"· 
13-4 119 131 14-10 
45. 12-6 124 132 14-9 
46. 13-3 115 128 14-9 
SUHM.&RI 
Oo;tro; Qrop 
M.A. 12 to 12-11 M.A. 13 to 13-11 M.A. 14 to 14-11 
Zero pupils Jour p11p11e lline pupils 
M.A. 15 to 15-11 M.A. 16 to 16-11 
SeTen pup1le Three pupils 
"" 
RISUL!S OJ IOWJ. EVBRY-PUPIL TESTS OJ' :S.I.SIO SKILLS, PORM 0 
BBGIBI'I•G OJ' :BXPIRIMBBT 
Pupil 
mo. 
1.~ 
2. 
'· 4. s. 
6. 
1· a. 
9· 10. 
11. 
12• 
13. 
14. 
15• 
16• 
17. 
18. 
19• 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
I!R!£1meatal Group Grade Vii 
Pupil numbers correspond to those used in Table 
Teet results are given in grade equivalents. 
Work-
Reading Stud7 
Oomprehep.s1o;. Vocaby.Aarx Spel1iy Skills 
9.2 10.2 6.9 9.7 
7.8 8.1 6.1 7.8 
10.2 9.4 8.7 9.2 
8.9 8.1 7.3 7.8 
9.6 10.2 8.4 9.3 
6.4 1.9 8.6 9.0 
9.0 6.7 8.9 9.9 
10.1 9.2 9.4 9.8 
10.0 10.2 8.7 10.0 
11.1 12.2 9.0 10.9 
11.3 11.9 11.0 9.9 
8.7 8.s 7.7 8.3 
9.9 9·5 8.6 8.9 
10.0 8.8 7.8 10.7 
9.6 10.1 9.0 9.6 
7.9 1·1 6.3 7.4 
8.5 1·9 8.4 8.o 
8.2 9.0 7.4 8.6 
9.0 10.2 8.6 9.1 
7.8 8.6 8.2 8.3 
8.3 6.6 7.7 7.5 
10.2 8.3 8.1 8.0 
9.9 1·9 9.0 8.6 
Language 
Skills 
9·5 8.0 
10.0 
8.2 
10.7 
8.7 
9.2 
9.9 
10.3 
11.2 
11.3 
8.9 
10.5 
10.2 
10.2 
7.8 
8.3 
8.4 
9.3 
1·9 
1·1 
8.5 
8.9 
67 
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"" RESULTS O.f IOWA EVEB.Y-PUPIL TESTS OP BASIO SKILLS, JIORM 0 
BEGINBIIG Ol EXPERIMEBT 
Control Group Grade v;1 
Pupil numbers correspond to those used in Table 
Teat results are given in grade equivalents. 
Work-
Pupil Reading Stud7 Language 
IO• Oomprf!hepsion vocabulary Spell!pg Skills Skills 
1. 8.2 7.9 7.7 8.6 8.3 
2. 10.1 8.2 8.o 8.5 9.0 
3· 9.4 7.9 8.3 7.9 8.5 4. 10.0 10.2 8.7 10.0 10.3 
5· 7.6 8.6 8.2 8.5 7.9 6. 9.6 10.1 9.0 9.6 10.2 
1· 10.1 9.2 9.5 9.6 9.8 
~ a. 8.5 8.0 7.9 8.2 8.4 9. 11.0 11.9 10.9 10.2 10.4 
10. 7.8 8.3 6.7 1·5 1·9 
11. 10.0 9.3 8.8 8.6 10.0 
12. 8.4 7-7 7.9 9.1 8.6 
13. 9.8 a.o 8.9 8.8 8.7 
14. 7.9 8.3 7.7 8.2 8.1 
15. 11.3 11.9 10.8 10.7 11.2 
16. 9.1 10.0 8.8 8.9 9.0 
17. 11.0 12.1 10.0 9.9 11.4 
18. 9.8 8.1 8.8 8.9 9.0 
19. 7.9 8.7 7.6 8.o 7.8 
20. 10.3 8.5 1·9 8.1 8.3 
21. 9.0 10.3 8.3 8.9 9.2 
22. 9.4 8.o 6.9 8.3 9.1 
23. 8.3 7.9 7.2 8.o 7.9 
~. , 
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,.., 
RESULTS 01 ~ILY QUIZZES 
J!R![~Inttl §rou; 
lUmber ot oorreot words 11 s1ven under word number. 
Words 
Qu~z 
* 
2 
' 
5 6 7 8 9 :;o 
1. 1 4 7 7 1 3 
2. 6 10 5 2 
'· 
5 13 2 
' 4. 17 4 2 
5. 1 2 10 10 0 
6. 9 10 4 
1· 1 2 10 10 
a. 19 4 
9· 13 9 1 
10. 7 7 9 
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" RESULTS 0~ DAILY QUIZZES 
Oon)fol G.rou.a 
Bumber ot correct words 11 given under word number. 
Words Quia l i 3 2 6 1 8 9 10 
1. 3 1 9 8 2 0 
2. 5 13 3 2 
3. 2 17 3 1 
4. 19 4 0 
5· 3 15 2 3 
6. 1 16 4 2 
z. 6 9 8 0 
a. 9 13 1 
9· l 10 10 2 
10. 1 15 6 1 
RESULTS OF WBBKLY TESTS 
BxRerimeatal Group Grade VII 
lumber ot correct words is given under the word number. 
Word 
test !2 10 12 i2 ~ ~!2 40 42 22 
1. 1 .2 15 4 0 
2. 4 17 1 1 
Student scores are given according to the approximate 
range. For example, on Test I the results were: 
Correct .A.nsvers •umber ot Pupils 
30 to 34 1 
35 to 39 2 
40 to 44 15 
45 to 49 4 
50 0 
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RESULTS 0~ WEEKLY TESTS 
Control group Grade VIJ 
Number ot correct words is given under word number. 
Word 
Test 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 ~5 40 45 5Q 
1. 1 
2. 
3 5 
7 
Student scores are given according to the 
approximate range. lor example, on Test I the 
results were: 
13 
14 
Correct Answers liumber ot Pupils 
25 to 29 l 
30 to 34 3 
35 to 39 5 
40 to 44 13 
45 to 49 0 
50 l 
0 1 
2 
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RISULfS OP J'II'AL 1'Df UD RI-TESf 
lumber of pupils is given under percentile scores 
Teat 0 10 iQ ~ 40 5Q 60 70 8Q 22 100 
1. 
2. 
1 
5 
2 
4 
2 
' 
15 1 
lD 
Student scores are given aocor4tdl to approximate 
range. lor example, on the final fest I, the results 
were a 
Pu:ogt~le IMbE of Pupil;s 
50 to 59 1 
60 to 69 2 
10 to 79 2 
ao to 89 16 
90 to 99 2 
100 0 
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RISULTS o-, liBL TIS! .ABD RB-Tmn~ 
J!per.,ent!l Group ira4e VII 
Bumber of pupils is given under percentile scores. 
Test 0 lQ iQ lQ 40 5Q 60 10 80 99 100 
l 1 15 3 2 1 
2 3 13 
Student soorea are given aooording to approxtmate 
range. lor example on the Pinal Teat I, the results 
were a 
Ptr!IP.}ilt lumbfE of pupils 
60 to 69 l 
70 tot79 1 
80 to 89 15 
90 to 94 3 
95 to 99 2 
100 1 
5 
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OOMPARISOI' OF IOWA BVERY·PUPIL TESTS OF BASIO SKILLS 
Experimental Group G;radt VII 
Vooabulary 
Form 0 Form L 
Pupil Beginning Test Pinal Test Gain or Loss 
l. 10.2 12.1 2.1 
2. 8.1 9.4 1.3 
3. 9.4 9.9 .5 4. 8.1 9.3 1.2 
5. 10.2 10.9 
·1 6. 1·9 7.3 -.6 
1· 8.7 9.6 1.1 a. 9.2 10.3 1.1 
g. 10.2 10.6 .4 
10. 12.2 12.9 
·1 11. 11.9 12.6 .7 
12. 8.5 9.7 1.2 
13. 9.5 10.5 1.0 
"' 
14. 8.8 10.0 1.2 
15. 10.1 12.1 2.0 
16. 7.7 7.2 -.s 
17. 1·9 9.0 1.1 
18. 9.0 10.6 1.6 
19. 10.2 10.9 .7 
20. 7.8 a.s 
·1 21. 8.3 9.6 1.3 
22. 10.2 11.7 1.5 
23. 9.9 10.9 1.0 
Median §oo~:ea 
form 0 8.8 
Form L g.g 
Gains or L088!S 
One month to one year One 7ear to two years 
seven pupils twelve pupils 
Two years to three 1ears Three 1ears or more 
:"two pupils zero pupils 
Losaesr 2 pupils 
"' 
"'I 
OOMPA:IISOI OF IOWA EVIB.Y•PUPIL fiSTS OF BASIO SKILLS 
ooasrol troup Grad! YII 
Jtooabulary 
form 0 form L 
Pupil Beginning Teat 
1·9 
final Test Gain or Loss 
1. 
2. 
3· 4. 
5· 6. 
1· 8. 
9· 10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
8.2 
7.9 
10.2 
8.6 
10.1 
9.2 
a.o 
11.9 a., 
9.3 
1·1 
a.o 
8.3 
11.9 
10.0 
12.1 
8.1 
8.7 
8.5 
10.3 
a.o 
1·9 
8.7 
9.0 
8.2 
11.8 
9.7 
11.6 
10.7 
8.9 
12.8 
9.5 
9.4 
9.1 
8.8 
8.8 
12.7 
12.3 
12.6 
8.9 
9.6 
8.9 
11.4 
7.6 
8.3 
Med~y §2ores 
form o 8.6 
fora L 9.5 
.6 
.a 
·' 1.6 1.1 
1.5 
1.5 
.9 
.9 
1.2 
.1 
1.4 
.a 
.s 
.a 
2.3 
.5 
.a 
.9 
.4 
1.1 
-.4 
.4 
Ga1na O£ ko••t•r 
One month to one year 
fourteen pupils 
Two years or more 
one pupil 
Loasesa 
One year to two years 
seven pupils 
Three years or more 
zero pupils 
one pupil 
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B .IBLIOGRAPHY 
1. A Tower window of Kronberg Oaatle, Denmark. Olearl7 
visible are the sheet metal plating of the roof, the 
spiked oanopie over the panes, and the dark, formidable 
appearance of the scene. Black and white. 
Words illustrated:-- imposing, impregnable, nether. 
2. This is a quiet moment in the Soviet Union. In the 
background are two large pillars between which is hung 
a poster of Lenin. Detore this are beaches on whioh 
peasant women sit. In the e%treme center foreground 
is a 70ung girl. 
words illustrated:·- inherent, proletariat, 1noongruous, 
reapite. 
3. A study in blue is this atarkl7 atmple portrait ot a 
7oung man, chin resting on his hand, looking wistfully 
into the distance. 
Words illustrated:-- latent, motif, desultor7, aesthetic. 
4. An t.pression rather than a picture is this study of 
a hen looking over ita shoulder at a centaur. 
Words illustrated:-- cursory, environs, indigenous. 
5. This picture shows the lower floor of Kronberg Oastle. 
The highlights are the vaulting arches and the stair-
way at the right. Black and white. 
Words illustrated:·- intrinsic, habitat, divers. 
6. Spirited horses and their 3ookeys are moving through 
the tall grass before the start of the race. Oolor. 
Words 1lluatratedt•• 1ndoa1table, conflagration, 
cwabersome. 
1. A scene 1n winter depicts the blue-white frozen stream 
with water indicating the coming of spring. 
a. 
words illustrated&•• glacial, recede, co-incide. 
!he interior of a palace shows the white, gold, and 
crystal furnishings pointing to the highly ornate and 
decorated ceiling. 
Words illustrated:--oatentatious, imperial, authentic. 
-78-
9· This picture shova the birth of a caterpillar and 
manages to capture the expreaaion of wonderment 
and the unusual mark1nga ot ita subject. 
Words illustrated:-- eabrro, germane, 1apend1ng. 
10. This shows a fountain 1n the park. In the background 
are ma3eatio trees, neatl7 trtamed shrubs, but no 
people, 
Words illuatrated:·- halofon, deface, panorama. 
11. In the center of the picture is a cuooon hanging 
from a narrow branch. Gold foliage and small 
circles ot light complete the picture. 
Words illustrated:-- contour, galaxy, ornate. 
12. Taken trom outside the oaetle, the picture shove 
the drawbridge over the aoat, the heavy gates and 
the iron portcullaa, Black and white. 
Words illustrated: - adJacent, innate, prodigio~•· 
13. In the background is a Jrenoh aidewallt oate. In 
the foreground an old·and a young man almost appear 
to collide. 
Words illuatratedr -- tlaooid, replete, enhance, 
14. In an elongated prta1tive manner, this picture shows 
two boys pla71ng checker• before the fireplace. On 
the right, a woman ie eateriD& the room. In the 
upper lett corner, another woaan ai ta a eYing. 
Words illustrated&- consort, doleful, complacent. 
15.8 A camera reveals an taverted tmage of paeeersby 
dreeaed for the rain. 
Worda illustrated:-- proxtait7, nominal, oblique. 
16. An embosaed sap1ng skull 1n green and blaok tills the 
eat ire p1oture. 
•or4a 1lluatratedz aa.on1ah, cadaverous, neoromancr 
17. :.Ch1a pietue a.howa Arabic dancers and mua1c1ana in 
the torepomut and aiaareta 1n the 41atanoe. 
Wor4s illustrated&-- maaterlJ, distend, fetish. 
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18. A bua and a crowd of people auggeat speed and an 
anxiet7 to reach a deattaation. 
Words illustrated: -- amorphoua, concerted, martinet 
19. This picture ahon a soli tar7 bird 1n the mar shea. 
Hie head ia bent aa it to auggeat drinking. 
worda illustrated:-- quaff, aquiline, glean. 
20. It is the votage of the Mayflower. Below deck 
au men have witneased the aigning ot the Compact. 
Words Uluatrated.a-- n.dorae, fruition, insatiable 
21. Two scenes tt Rusaia are shown in this picture. 
the upper scene shows a croup ot people waiting 
on the street. !he lover depicts peasants trying 
to cross the oit7 atreet. 
Worda illustrated& -- diaoern, copious, austere. 
22. In the upper picture a little girl is busy with 
her leasona. Ia the lower, two children are 
atud71Dg the work1nga of a clock. 
Words illuatrateda-- 1ntr1naio, counterpart, distend 
23. In this scene people are hurrying up a sta1rwa7. 
Speed ia achieved by a blurred tmage. 
Words illustrated&•• nomadic, morose, disband. 
24. A 16th century BDglish aoene shows man1 ditferent 
tJPeS ot inhabitants attending the market place. 
Words illuatratedc-- predatory, occult, complacent 
25. A woman and two children are looking up at a great 
column ot rook. 
Words illustrated&•• abrss, arid, nadir. 
26. It is a quiet Sunday and people are on their wa1 
to church. The picture ia dominated by the white 
church which is entered by a long flight ot atone 
stairs. · 
Words illuatrateda inchoate, tallow, fissure 
27. The rear tus1lage of a 3et glistens in the early dawn. 
Words illua~ratedl• meteoric, masterful, nebulous 
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28, A painting of the crucifixion ahova the head of 
Ohr1at 1n the araa of his Mother. 
Words illustrated:-- axcruc1at1ng1 embellish, eulogize 
29. .A butterfl1 is l1aht1ng on a tlover of carmine and 
green. 
Words 1llu.strated: anaoonoad, frugal, culinary 
30. The picture shows a larse green leaf vi th beads of 
water. 
Words illustrated:-- residua, .ostensible, rudiments 
31 •. The picture features the upper part of large ornate 
column and the baloouy ot a castle ballroom, 
32. 
''· 
Words 1lluatrateda-- pretentious, luxuriant, dilate 
The picture shows dying flovera in a pitcher vase, 
a candle 1rl a vine bottle, a covered pan, and 
acme fruit. 
Worda 1lluetrateda·- 4eeuetude1 coaeat1ble, olfactory 
Th1a picture ahova a JllU. 111 a blue suit against a 
:red background. 
Words 1lluatrateda•- pensive, enthrall, orifice. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
1· a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 34. 
35. 
36. 
31· 38. 
39. 
40. 
OiOSS•RIPJRIICI 01 WORDS AND PIOTURIS 
X~~A P;ctH[t 
abysa ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 
adaon1ah •••••••••••••••••••••• 16 
adjacent •••••••••••••••••••••• 12 
aesthetic •••••••••••••••••••• 3 
amorphous, ••••••••••••••••••••• 18 
aqui1ta••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 
ariel ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 
austere •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2l 
authentic. ••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
oactaveroua ••••••••••••••••••••••• 16 
oo-inoi4e •••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
comestible ••••••••••••••••••••• 32 
complacent ••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
concerted ••••••••••••••••••••••• 18 
cont1agration ••••• •'............ 6 
consort ••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 
contour •••••••••••••••••••••••• ll 
copious ••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
counterpart •••••••••••••••••••• 22 
oul1n&r7•••••••••••••••••••••••• 29 
cumbersome •••••••••••••••••••• 6 
oursorr •••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
detaoe ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
desuetude •••••••••••••••••••••• 32 
desultory •••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
dilate ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 31 4isband 
cliscer.n ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
d1atend••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
cl1vers ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4oletul •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
embellish •••••••••••••••••••••• 
aabryo ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
endor••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
enhaac•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ensconced •••••••••••••••••••••• 
enthrall ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
envtrona •••••••••••••••••••••• 
eulogize ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
exoruoiat1ns•••••••••••••••••••• 
21 
22, 
5 
14 
28 
9 
20 
13 
29 
33 
4 
28 
28 
17 
82 
83 
OliOS8-REI'IRDOB OP WORDS UD PIOTURES (OOBT •) 
!2£! l~oturs 
41. tallow ••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 42. fetish . . . 17 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 43. fissure •••••••••••••••••••••• 26 44. flaccid . . . . 13 •••••••••••••••••••••• 45. frugal ••••••••••••••••••••••• 29 46. tru1t1oa . . 20 ••••••••••••••••••••• 47. gal&.Xy' ••••••••••••••••••••••• ll 48. germane •••••••••••••••••••••• 9 49. glaoial .. 7 •••••••••••••••••••••• so. glean •••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 51. habitat •••••••••••••••••••••• 5 52. halo ;yon • ••••••••••••••••••••• 10 53. 1apend1n.g •••••••••••••••••••• 9 54· imperial ••••••••••••••••••••• 8 55. imposing • •••••••••••••••••••• 1 56. illpregnable •••••••••••••••••• 1 
51· inchoate ••••••••••••••••••••• 26 sa. inooncruoua •••••••••••••••••• 2 
59· 1ndigenoue .. 4 P. ••••••••••••••••••• 60. 1ndom1ta:b1e •••••••••••••••••• 6 61. 1nhereu" ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 62. 1mlate ••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 63. 1naat1ab1e ' . 20 ••••••••••••••••••• 64. intrinsic •••••••••••••••••••• 22, 5 65. latent ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 66. 1uxur1aD.t •••••••••••••••••••• 31 67. martinet ••••••••••••••••••••• 27, 18 68. mastertu.l 
69. m.aater1;y •••••••••••••••••••••• 17 70. meteoric • •••••••••••••••••••• 27 n. moroat 
72. mot it • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
13· nadir •••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 74. nebulous ••••••••••••••••••••• 27 
75· neorom.ano7 ••••••••••••••••••• 16 
76. nether ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
11· nomadic 
78. nominal •••••••••••••••••••••• 15 
19· oblique •••••••••••••••••••••• 15 80. oooult 
81. oltaoto:ry •••••••••••••••••••• 32 
82. orit1oe •••••••••••••••••••••• 33 
OROSS.RD'BRDOE 01 WORDS AJ'D PIOTUUS {OONT,) 
ornate •••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
oatena1ble •••••••••••••••••• 30 oaten~at1oua •••••••••••••••• 8 panorama .•••••••••••••••••••• 10 
pensive ••••••••••••••••••••• 33 ponderous. 
predatorr , .· 
pretent1oua ••••••••••••••••• 31 
prodisio"•·•••••••••••••••••• 12 
proletariat ••••••••••••••••• 2 
proxiaitr ••••••••••••••••••• 15 
quatt ••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 
reoede •••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
replete ••••••••••••••••••••• 13 
reaidue ••••••••••••••••••••• 30 
respite ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
resplendent 
rudiments ••••••••••••••••••• 30 
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